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Niecon Developments 

Creating Lifespaces Since 1969











Legacy. 
Reputation. 
Trust.







Award-Winning Property Development Company


Owned and operated by one of Queensland’s most respected development families, Niecon is the property developer renowned for reshaping the Gold Coast skyline over the past four decades. With some of the city's most iconic buildings setting the benchmark, the third generation will continue creating timeless lifespaces that are embraced by locals and tourists now and into the future. 
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Current Projects.


View All Projects
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Completed 2023
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Ventura Residences 
Mermaid Beach
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Now Selling
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Gold Coast Life 
Sciences Centre
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At Niecon, we 
Create Lifespaces.







What we do.

We aren’t just Gold Coast property developers, we are lifestyle curators. We merge construction, design and engineering excellence to be at the forefront of creating the ultimate lifespaces. A Niecon Lifespace embodies beauty, balance and harmony. Elegant simplicity with an emphasis on luxurious living in premium locations pioneers the true Niecon spirit. Come on a journey, explore and discover that when you choose to live with Niecon you choose to embrace the very essence of living. Our life is sculpted to suit yours.
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The Niecon philosophy focuses on the seamless integration of design with the natural environment and local community.










Some words from our buyers



I have purchased an apartment off the plan through Niecon. The initial purchase was just before Covid. The development and building were since impacted like every other real estate project. However I found that Niecon a pleasure to deal with. They provide regular updates on the project, and is available and professional whenever I need to talk to the team. Niecon kept the initial price throughout the entire building industry post pandemic issues and kept to a reasonable schedule. The final handover was smooth, professional and I am happy with how Niecon has managed the builders and subcontractors. James, Caroline and the teams at Niecon actually made me feel that there is hope with honorable and professional developers.


Irena
Investor


We have had the pleasure of purchasing off the plan in Ventura Residences in Mermaid Beach. The developers, Niecon Developments have been nothing but professional and helpful throughout the whole process. From keeping us update with the progress of building and answering any questions we may have had. We are very pleased to say we have now moved into our new apartment and couldn't be happier.”


Jennifer & Peter
Owner Occupier


From the meticulous planning to the seamless handover, every detail was meticulously taken care of. The welcome packs and thoughtful touches exemplified Niecon's commitment to delivering not just a product but an unforgettable experience. I want to extend a special mention to both James and Caroline for their outstanding dedication and expertise. Their contributions were instrumental in making this journey with Niecon such a positive and rewarding one.”


Nicky
Owner Occupier


From the initial contact with Caroline, our complete journey with Niecon was nothing short of excellent. Caroline and James were professional in every aspect and treated us in a friendly manner, that remains today. Niecons' monthly emails outlined the development progress including videos and pictures. This was very important and reassuring. Now completed, Niecon have delivered our family a beautiful 3-bedroom unit, which has fulfilled our dream. Every detail has been thoughtfully designed. We are all so happy and grateful to now be part of the Niecon family.”


Elizabeth & Paul
Owner Occupier


We have had the pleasure of purchasing off the plan in Ventura Residences in Mermaid Beach. The developers, Niecon Developments have been nothing but professional and helpful throughout the whole process. From keeping us update with the progress of building and answering any questions we may have had. We are very pleased to say we have now moved into our new apartment and couldn't be happier.”


Karin
Owner Occupier



























Stunning commercial and residential development.

From family homes to retail spaces, all Niecon new property developments are designed to be spectacles of brilliance and elegance. We have a strong track record of exceeding our clients’ expectations and creating skyline masterpieces. 
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A proven track record of excellence

Niecon has been recognised by its peers as a leader in quality and innovation, having won a raft of Queensland Master Builders Association and Queensland Housing Association awards since 1969.

From site acquisitions to signing off on a development’s finishing touches, we are a property development company renowned for our excellence.
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0

Residential & Commercial Projects Delivered




1969

Niecon Developments First Established







38

Awards Won To Date





$2.14B

Value Of Projects Delivered To Date

















Why choose Niecon as your luxury property developers?

If you have an upcoming development project and want to ensure its excellence and success, we are the property development group for you. We have a broad range of experience designing and building outstanding properties on the Gold Coast and work hard at establishing long-lasting relationships and partnerships with all of our clients. 

Our expertise and knowledge of property development in Queensland combined with our passion for designing spaces that capture the essence of life and luxury make Niecon Developments a one-of-a-kind property development company.
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Want the latest Niecon News?







Subscribe to our newsletter for news and property market updates.
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Phone +61 7 5592 6868

Suite 324, Level 3, Oracle South Tower 

17 Elizabeth Avenue 

Broadbeach QLD 4218 

P.O. Box 1568 Broadbeach QLD
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